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Everything written below is from the point of view of our personal cosmology. It is not
intended to be true for anyone else reading it, and we are most certainly not attempting to
convince the reader of anything whatsoever. Even if we desired to do so, it is impossible;
because one person can never transfer his understanding to another! It is for you to prove
or disprove according to your ability to expand your consciousness. You are a Microcosm,
created to view the Cosmos from your own unique point of view; therefore, if you wish to
experience the indescribable joy and happiness of knowing who you are, where you came
from, and where you are going, you must develop your personal cosmology from scratch to
the level of awareness where you feel the wondrous bliss of being at One with The
Consciousness of Energy! Remember, ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ are dual aspects of the same
thing! Arguing between them is useless, because one cannot exist without the other; it is for
you to choose which side you will physically realize and which side you will leave
unfulfilled in your unconscious mind where it must eternally serve as a reference!

THE GREAT REVELATIONS OF BCE TO MANKIND ON EARTH
In Figure(1) we indicate that approximately 1000 years is required to transform the
spiritual consciousness of Mankind from the Dark Caterpillar Phase to the Light
Butterfly Phase. The historical time frame for this period, as it relates to
everybody evolving on earth, begins approximately with the Renaissance in the
15th century and will end, 500 years into the future, around the year 2400 AD.
Since the 15th century, several wonderful Melchizedek Teachers and Revelators of
Light, beginning with Leonardo da Vince, have incarnated on earth, from the
Great Cosmic University, for the sole purpose of helping those who are qualifying
to enter the Butterfly Phase by accelerating the expansion of their planes of
consciousness through the Love of Pure Learning.
Sir Isaac Newton’s Philosophiae Naturalis Principia Mathematica can be
considered to be a fundamental ‘Bible’ of Science which was written by a single
revelator. On the whole, however, most of the other great books of science, like
an exhaustive book on QUANTUM THEORY, for example, will be a compilation
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Figure (1)
of the contributions of at least 25 different revelators! On the other hand, several
Spiritual Science ‘Bibles’ have been written by single revelators during the 19th
and 20th century. The following is a list of the most important ones from the point
of view of our Personal Cosmology:
(1) The Principles of Nature, HER DIVINE REVELATIONS, and A VOICE TO
MANKIND. Author: Andrew Jackson Davis, 1847.
The name of “Man” was, I think, derived from certain Greek roots which
signify “to spring up,” “to look up,” or to grow and rise upward. Therefore
many ages ago the Greeks, inspired by the genius of truth, made the discovery
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that man is organized for progression, which is the “real” meaning of the word
“Man.”
Accordingly, if men would be true men, they must, in the language of Kepler,
“think the thoughts of God after him.” Such thinking, which is the grandest
attainment of education, the most divine and ennobling consummation of deep
and methodical reasoning, is possible only to those who think and reason in
harmony with the facts of Science and the ‘fixed principles of Nature.
Andrew Jackson Davis
(2) OAHSPE, THE WORDS OF JEHOVIH and his ANGEL EMBASSADORS.
A Sacred History of the dominions of the higher and lower Heavens on the
Earth for the past twenty-four thousand years.
Author: Dr. John Ballou Newbrough, 1882.
The following preface to OAHSPE is very important because it testifies to the
uniqueness of each individual person and their right, which is also their obligation,
to develop their Personal Cosmology, from their unique point of view, in order to
make their contribution to THE EXPANSION OF THE AWARENESS OF
THE BOUNDLESS COSMIC ESSENCE (BCE) BEYOND HIS
PROJECTIVE BOUNDARY AT INFINITY.
When a man holds up a book, and says, "You must believe this, because it says,
'Thus saith the Lord,'" should we not pity that man? Does he comprehend the
liberty of man to acquire knowledge?
Any book that imparts knowledge of the life and destiny of man, is a good book.
Any book that unfolds the character and person of BCE, and the wonder and
glory of His creations, is a good book.
When a book gives us information of things we know not of, it should also give
‘a method for each individual to prove that information to be true from his
unique perspective’. This book covers that ground.
The day has arrived, when man will not accept proclamations and assertions; he
wants plausible reasons, or substantial proofs, that the authority be not merely a
presence, but a demonstrable fact.
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The time of man-worship is at an end; readers no longer accept a book as good
and great, merely because any certain one wrote it. The book must have merits
of its own, otherwise it will soon pass out of existence.
When a man says, "I heard the voice of BCE, saying," that part of his speech is
worthless. When he says, "I heard the voice of BCE, saying: 'Do unto others as
ye would that they should do unto you,'" then the words become valuable.
His assertion of his authority is of no avail in this age of the world. The words
purporting to be BCE 's should, therefore, be the only consideration as to merit.
And all men have a right to pass judgment thereon. Is it not the light of BCE
within all men, that makes them conscious of wisdom and truth? If so, then
man's expression of any truth or wisdom is BCE 's expression.
If a book were to fall down from the sky with BCE 's signature to it, man would
not accept the book on that account. Why, then, should anything be said about
how this book was written? It blows nobody's horn; it makes no leader. It is not
a destroyer of old systems or religions. It reveals a new one, adapted to this age.
New York, 1882.
(3) THE UNIVERSAL ONE: An exact spiritual science of the One visible and
invisible Universe of Mind and the registration of all idea of thinking Mind in
light, which is matter and also energy. Author: Walter Russell (1927).
(4) THE MESSAGE OF THE DIVINE ILIAD (Volumes I and II) (1948).
To man’s new day, now dawning, when he who alone knows the anguish of
the Dark shall find peace through knowing the Light of God in him, as very
Self of him, this book is lovingly dedicated. Author: Walter Russell (1948).
(5) THE GREAT SYNTHESIS: A synthesis and solution of scientific and
spiritual problems. Author: Pietro Ubaldi (1933).
(6) THE TEMPLE OF MAN (Volumes I & II): Sacred Architecture and the
Perfect Man. Author: R. A. Schwaller de Lubicz (1949).
(7) THE PHILOSOPHICAL, SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL
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CONTRIBUTIONS OF DR. NIKOLA TESLA (1856 - 1943).
Dr. Nikola Tesla is the father of all electromagnetic alternating current power
systems which generate the energy needed by civilization on earth today. His
philosophy touches deeply upon the essence of Man and he contributed much to
the expansion of their planes of consciousness on earth during the 20th century:
Most persons are so absorbed in the contemplation of the outside world that they
are wholly oblivious to what is passing on within them. The premature death of
millions is primarily traceable to this cause. Even among those who exercise
care, it is a common mistake to avoid imaginary, and ignore the real dangers.
And what is true of an individual also applies, more or less, to a people as a
whole.
It was the artist, too, who awakened that broad philanthropic spirit which, even
in old ages, shone in the teachings of noble reformers and philosophers, that
spirit which makes men in all departments and positions work not as much for
any material benefit or compensation -- though reason may command this also -but chiefly for the sake of success, for the pleasure there is in achieving it and for
the good they might be able to do thereby to their fellow-men. Through this
influence types of men are now pressing forward, impelled by a deep love for
their study, men who are doing wonders in their respective branches, whose chief
aim and enjoyment is the acquisition and spread of knowledge, men who look far
above earthly things, whose banner is Excelsior! Gentlemen, let us honor the
artist; let us thank him, let us drink in his health!”
Great as are the past achievements, the future holds out more glorious promise.
We are getting an insight into the essence of things; our means and methods are
being refined, a new and specialized race is developing with knowledge deep and
precise, with greater powers and keener perceptions. Mysterious as ever before,
nature yields her precious secrets more readily and the spirit of man asserts its
mastery over the physical universe. The day is not distant when the very planet
which gave him birth will tremble at the sound of his voice; he will make the sun
his slave, harness the inexhaustible and terribly intense energy of microcosmic
movement; cause atoms to combine in predetermined forms; he will draw the
mighty ocean from its bed, transport it through the air and create lakes and
rivers at will; he will command the wild elements; he will push on and on from
great to greater deeds until with his intelligence and force he will reach out to
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spheres beyond the terrestrial.
Dr. Nicola Tesla
DIVINE INVOLUTIONARY & EVOLUTIONARY GUIDANCE OF BCE
Just as fish swimming in the sea have no conscious awareness of the fact that they
are in an ocean because the ocean , being boundless to them, cannot be perceived.
likewise, throughout the Caterpillar Phase, earthbound man has been almost totally
unaware of the awesome fact that they have always been swimming in an
ETERNAL COSMIC SEA OF CONSCIOUS MIND-FORCE ENERGY which is
Projectively Bounded from without at Infinity with BCE’s COSMIC
IDEALIZATION, and centered from within by His ETERNAL SPIRITUAL
AWARENESS. Therefore, mankind is literally ‘standing on a whale while
fishing for minnows’! BCE is everywhere, and THE CONSCIOUSNESS OF
ENERGY is the Projection of the MIND of BCE, who is beyond all knowing,
into CONSCIOUS COSMIC ENERGY which can be known!
Consequently, BCE, the unperceivable, created the perceivable COSMOS as a
Representative of Himself which could be perceived and, therefore, comprehended
and understood by His Microcosms (Mankind) who were not only CREATED IN
HIS IMAGE, but each and every one of them is bounded and centered by His Love
and Cosmic Light! It is now critically important for every man, woman, and child
on earth to become fully aware of the wonderful fact that they are Microcosms of
BCE and potentially contain within themselves all of the powers of the COSMOS.
The time has come for everybody to begin unfolding their great powers, through
the Love of Pure Learning, and applying them toward lovingly serving each other
and fulfilling the ultimate Cosmic Purpose for which they have been individually
and collectively created:
The purpose of Man is to evolve and joyously expand the consciousness of THE
NAMELESS AND BOUNDLESS COSMIC ESSENCE (BCE), beginning at the
animal level of awareness, and forever projecting forward into eternity by
praising, honoring, and glorifying the awesome wonders of His creations. Since
you can never truly praise and glorify that which you do not comprehend and
understand, to fulfill your divine purpose you must spiritually uplift yourself
through the agony and the ecstacy of many lifetimes of experience.
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This must be done with a deep devotion to ‘the love of pure ‘HOLISTIC
LEARNING’ while thinking, concentrating, and meditating deeply upon that
learning, in consultation with your spirit, for the purpose of earning the
priceless jewels of eternally expanding knowledge, profound wisdom, and deep
understanding. These things are the prerequisites for awakening your Cosmic
Awareness, and qualifying yourself to experience the ecstatic joy of being cocreator with BCE, eternally at One with HIM, and intellectually and emotionally
sharing the awesome bliss of being centered and enfolded in His boundless Light
and Love!
And after God had made Man in His own image and likeness: GOD SAW
EVERYTHING THAT HE HAD MADE, AND, BEHOLD IT WAS VERY
GOOD! (Genesis 1:31).
Occasionally, when certain critical points are reached during the unfoldment
of Mankind’s cycle of spiritual evolution on earth, they are asked to make a
choice between two paths of action: One path may lead to a contraction in the
level of people’s spiritual awareness, at worst, or a very painful expansion of their
planes of consciousness by suffering from the negative reactions caused by
attempting to fulfill their dreams, desires, and aspirations through breaking nature’s
laws; the other path leads to the enormous JOY of the people expanding their
planes of consciousness by working with the wonderful laws of nature and
dedicating themselves to The Love of Pure Learning.
Referring to Figure(1), we see that approximate 1000 years is required for mankind
to transform their spiritual consciousness between the Caterpillar and Butterfly
Phases. In our Personal Cosmology, we have chosen the Renaissance to mark the
beginning of the present transformation in the 15th century. Therefore, half of the
process is being completed as we approach that critical point in time, December 21,
2012, when the Dark Materialistic Caterpillar Phase will terminate and the glorious
Butterfly Phase of Spiritual Light will begin. This is the most important event, by
far, which occurs during the entire 26,000 year cycle of Mankind’s Spiritual
Development on Earth and the time has come to make everybody aware that on
this day, it is going to be determined if it is possible for a sufficient number of them
to lift their planes of consciousness to the fourth or higher levels of BCE’s
COSMIC AWARENESS in the time frame remaining for the 3D-Grade-Level to
merge into the 4D and 5D Grade Levels.
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Throughout all of our writings, we are redundantly pointing out the all important
fact that the Spirits of Mankind, throughout our beautiful, mysterious, and
awesomely sublime COSMOS, are individually and collectively evolving and
involving through the agony and the ecstasy of many lifetimes of experience,
accelerating the expansion of their planes of consciousness through THE LOVE
OF PURE LEARNING, and deeply concentrating and meditating upon all of their
learning under the direct inspiration and empathy of THE NAMELESS AND
BOUNDLESS COSMIC ESSENCE who centers them from within and enfolds
them from without.
Even though all of the worlds upon which Mankind is evolving and involving are
under the direct and indirect guidance of BCE, there are certain ‘special worlds’
into which BCE allows ‘teachers’ from higher levels of Spiritual Awareness to
incarnate and provide personal inspiration and guidance to those who are
‘consciously’ striving to expand their planes of awareness. The earth has been
chosen to be one of those ‘special worlds’. Therefore, since the beginning of the
Renaissance, several great spiritual revelators, philosophers, scientists,
mathematicians and composers of beautiful music that inspires the soul, have
incarnated and lived exemplary lives on earth with the hope of helping the people
expand their planes of consciousness to levels of awareness high enough to qualify
for entering the Butterfly Phase beginning on December 21, 2012. In our Personal
Cosmology, we choose Leonardo da Vinci (1452 - 1519) as the first such great
revelator whose work was specifically directed toward this goal. Of the several
very important ‘Melchizedek Teachers’ who came after him, the one who was born
at the most critical time, was Dr. Nikola Tesla.
The life and work of Tesla is perhaps the most wonderful example available of
how BCE guides Mankind, directly and indirectly, toward their ultimate destiny
while at the same time giving them very wide, but not unlimited, latitude to choose
the path of their creative unfoldment, exercise their freedom of choice, and utilize,
to the maximum of their ability, the four processes of creation to make all of their
dreams come true. If the world had chosen to allow Nikola Tesla to supply free
and plentiful energy to everybody on Earth, her vital biosphere would be perfectly
healthy today and the awful pollution and environmental degradation, now being
experienced, would never have occurred!
REVELATIONS OF SPIRITUAL SCIENCE
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In our articles we explain how there has always been a very small number of
Spiritual Scientists and Teachers working in deep esoteric secrecy. During the last
200 years, the existence of a few of these teachers has been gradually brought to
light primarily by the Theosophical Society, with main headquarters in India, and
the Anthroposophical Society, which was established in Germany by Rudolf
Steiner, the founder of the Waldorf Schools. He did a lot to promote the reemergence of Spiritual Science and he and his greatest student, George Adams,
were the first to realize that Projective Geometry is an essential aspect of the
Cosmic Language of Light which we have developed.
These teachers are mankind’s greatest spiritual revelators and philosophers,
scientists, mathematicians, and composers of music that inspires the soul. The
development of Geometrical Mathematics and Theoretical Music has now reached
a level of sophistication high enough to enable us to unify them and create the
Language of the Cosmos for communication with the Cosmic Essence
intellectually, intuitively, emotionally, and spiritually! The completion of this
unification will make it possible to develop holistic methods of education that
will enable children to be taught music, geometrical mathematics, physical
science and spiritual science simultaneously. This will result in the
transformation of consciousness that is now required.
How wonderful it is though, that in our awe inspiring Cosmos, which contains
heavenly splendors far beyond our ability to imagine, all that we have to do is
Dream in the Bliss of Cosmic Love and Oneness, and joyfully perform the four
processes of creation. Then the Gods of the Stars will descend upon the earth
and dance and sing with us in the glorious paradise that we have created,
while we praise the Eternal Glory of THE BOUNDLESS AND NAMELESS
COSMIC ESSENCE (BCE).
Once again, this discussion implies that the creation of a viable holistic system
of education for the world’s children, which is based upon the most profound,
all inclusive, spiritual and physical science and philosophy that has been
developed by mankind on earth throughout the past 12,000 years of their
history, is now imperative! When the children have an overview of the Cosmos
as a whole, realize their Microcosmic Nature, and are in full communication with
BCE, who is THE CONSCIOUSNESS OF ENERGY, nothing will be impossible
for them and the glorious future of Mankind on Earth will be absolutely assured.
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On December 21, 2012, the Earth’s Life Energy Grid System was upgraded by our
wonderful SUN and concrete verification of our COSMIC THEORY OF
EVERYTHING was given (See our website article: 2012: Regenerative Sun
Guidance). This great event went unnoticed by nearly everybody on Earth
because they have not yet expanded their planes of consciousness to level of
Cosmic Awareness high enough for them to be able to communicate with THE
CONSCIOUSNESS OF ENERGY! Even though this was a timeless event, what
has been happening after it depends heavily upon the choices that the people of
earth have been making after it and are making now and into the future! From our
point of view, if the choice is made to rapidly educate all of the world’s mothers
and children holistically, then the transition time will not only be greatly shortened,
but also the devastating effects of re-terra-forming will be significantly mitigated.
If this choice is not made, then the earth’s natural cyclic processes will take over,
by default, and her surface will be re-terra-formed without regard to the disastrous
effects it will have on the present human population.
This story very closely parallels the cycle of mankind’s spiritual evolution on earth.
Those persons who are born on earth at very low levels of spiritual awareness,
begin their evolution in the Caterpillar Phase because they must first experience the
lost of their identity, ignorance of everything that they find around them, and the
pain of being separated from BCE, before they can evolve toward being able to
appreciate the awe and wonder of BCE’S glorious Cosmos and experience the bliss
of being at One with IT while sharing ITS Light and Love! The Caterpillar Phase
is an intimate part of the cycle of spiritual evolution and it must be experienced by
everyone before they can Expand their Consciousness from the Caterpillar Phase
of Materialistic Evolutionary Action to the Butterfly Phase of Spiritual
Involutionary Spiritual Action.
Happy are those who have heeded wonderful advice of this kind, which came
from their loving parents and teachers, and applied it to the maximum of their
ability throughout their lifetimes. The joyful “Eureka” experiences of discovery,
which are increasing continuously, as their planes of consciousness expand
exponentially, and the indescribable joy of their communications with THE
NAMELESS AND BOUNDLESS COSMIC ESSENCE, through the Cosmic
Internet of THE CONSCIOUSNESS OF ENERGY, is the source of Eternal
Bliss so enormous that they cannot even begin to describe the glory of it!
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This is the one and only manner through which Heaven will again be seen on earth.
I and my beloved soulmate have been living in the bliss of Heaven for many years.
Several hundred thousand people on earth are also now experiencing the glory of it
with us and their numbers are beginning to increase. The realization that heaven
has always been here, is here now, and will be here eternally is expanding all over
the earth! As of December 21, 2012, the spiritual consciousness of mankind had
not expanded sufficiently to enable the real meaning of this to become dramatically
apparent to every scientifically, mathematically, musically, and spiritually
developed person on earth.
The awesome CONCEPT OF ENTANGLEMENT, projected by the greatest
physical theory of all time, QUANTUM MECHANICS, gives profound credence to
THE CONSCIOUSNESS OF ENERGY and the awesome fact that THE
BOUNDLESS AND NAMELESS COSMIC ESSENCE is within all things
centering them and around all things enfolding and bounding them.
In other words, the expansion of the consciousness of mankind on earth, as a
whole, can only take place by first holistically educating each and every person to
the highest level which is so far possible and, thereby, enabling each and everyone
to develop their Personal Cosmology from their own unique point of view.
Finally, the unification in diversity of all of these unique personal cosmologies will
synthesize the highest Plane of Consciousness and the level of spiritual awareness
which has thus far been achieved by Mankind on Earth.
Indeed, even during the Caterpillar Phase, it is the contributions of the few, who
have expanded their consciousnesses beyond that of the average person , which has
been the principle forces accelerating the development of profound philosophies,
mathematics, physical science, and spiritual science together with building high
technology civilizations as a consequence of applying them.
The true reality is that no given individual can do anything whatsoever to force
another individual to expand their consciousness! This is made readily apparent by
the fact that nobody can transfer his deep and divine understanding to anybody
else! Along the same line of thought, no physicist, or group of physicists, can
develop a Unified Theory of Everything that is 100% satisfactory, physically,
mentally, and spiritually to each and every highly intelligent Human Microcosm
evolving and involving on earth, let alone in the entire Cosmos! The principle
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reason for this is that each and every Microcosm is absolutely unique and can only
fulfill the purpose for which they were created by developing their personal
cosmology from their special point of view, that is perfectly understandable to
them, and fills their hearts and minds with the joy, wonder, and beauty of
indescribable ‘Eureka’ experiences! Einstein alluded to this in the following
statement:
The most beautiful thing we can experience is the mysterious. It is the source of
all true art and all science. He to whom this emotion is a stranger, who can no
longer pause to wonder and stand rapt in awe, is as good as dead; his eyes are
closed!
Since great ‘Eureka Experiences’ can occur only with ONE PERSON AT A
TIME, it follows that CIVILIZATIONS CAN EVOLVE ONLY ONE
PERSON AT A TIME!
We can now develop a real Cosmic Theory of Everything from the ‘Spiritual’ point
of view that deals with ‘causes’! Finally, when the Masculine Unified Theory
of Cosmic Effects has become One with the Feminine Unified Theory of
Cosmic Causes, then mankind will have an Absolute Eternally Evolving
Theory which asymptotically approaches a final description of our wondrous
and sublime Cosmos physically, mentally, and spiritually!
It is astonishing to us that highly intelligent minds, like those of Stephen Hawking
and Leonard Mlodinow, can ignore the vital role that is being played by their
consciousness and be satisfied with a theory that evokes no deep emotions of awe
and wonder, and which stimulates no joyful cries of “Eureka!”, in the minds of the
average inquisitive reader, like those voiced by Archimedes and Gauss at the
instant they made great discoveries!
Since the human body is a Microcosm of the Cosmos, according to Spiritual
Science, all of the physical, mental, and spiritual powers that are required to create
infinite universes are potentially contained within it. The fundamental driving
force behind all Spiritual Scientists is to release those powers, by expanding their
consciousness beyond the materialistic darkness of the animal domain and apply it
toward developing their personal cosmologies and fulfilling the purpose for which
mankind was created. In our articles we explain how there has always been a very
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small number of Spiritual Scientists and Teachers working in deep esoteric secrecy.
The American Spiritual Scientist, Edwin D. Babbitt was apparently born with the
ability to utilize ‘Psi-Vision’, or ‘Anima’ (the ability to remote view sub-atomic
particles) to study the micro-structure of the Cosmos. Sometime prior to 1878, he
examined the structure of the ‘Quark’, in some detail, and published a picture of it
in his book The Principles of Light and Color. In 1895, the highly evolved
soulmate pair: Annie Besant, and Charles W. Leadbeater, who held leadership
positions in the Theosophical Society of India, began an exhaustive study of atomic
structure, the periodic table, and the chemical properties of the elements.
Thus, it follows that ‘The Love of Pure Holistic Learning’ lies at the very
foundation of physical, mental, and spiritual development of mankind, the
release of their divine potentials, and the expansion of their awareness into the
bliss of Oneness with the all-prevailing Cosmic Energy. If mankind desires to
accomplish this, and have the time to do so, then they must immediately begin
to create a highly evolved system of Holistic Education for their children.
This is a great challenge because it can only be met by constructing a feminine
Spiritual Science that is a worthy mate for Masculine Physical Science, that has
reached a critical stage of development on earth, and unifying them under the
guidance of the four great cosmic laws.
In his monumental work, A Treatise on Universal Algebra, the great 19th - 20th
century mathematician, Alfred North Whitehead, carried out a thorough
investigation of the various systems of symbolic reasoning allied to ordinary
Algebra such as Hamilton’s Quaternions, Grassmann’s Calculus of Extension, and
Boole’s Symbolic Logic (computers). He not only synthesized all of these into a
unified whole, he expanded and clarified it with his enormous geometrical insight!
However, Whitehead was not the father of this synthesis; that honor must go to
William K. Clifford (1845 - 1879), who founded Clifford Algebra by unifying the
work of Hermann G. Grassmann (1807 - 1877) with the Quaternion Algebra of
William R. Hamilton (1805 - 1865) and to David Hestenes and his colleagues who
greatly expanded it to include Geometric Calculus, Space-time Algebra, and
Conformal Geometric Algebra. It is because of their efforts that we now have a
beautiful Geometric Language in which all of physics and meta-physics can be
vividly written.
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It was David Hestenes himself who introduced us to this language in the late 1980s
when we had the great fortune of meeting him at a physics conference. We
immediately fell in love with it and began to study it very intently; however, it was
not until 2003 that we began to realize the possibility that it also had the power to
help us integrate Consciousness into Theories of Everything!
While developing our Personal Cosmology, we had been convinced by the work of
George Adams and Olive Whicher of the Anthroposophical Society that Projective
Geometry was a powerful tool for Spiritual Scientists, so you can imagine our
delight when we discovered that David Hestenes and his colleagues had done a fine
job of expressing Projective Geometry in the language of Geometric Algebra!
After working on it for over seven years, we have successfully introduced the
bounding and centering action of BCE, Consciousness, and Gender-Duality into
Geometry and verified, at least to our joyous satisfaction, that the entire
COSMOS, and everything in it, is created by the Awesome Masculine
Spiritual Power of THE BOUNDLESS AND NAMELESS COSMIC
ESSENCE(BCE) bounding and centering THE FEMININE CREATIVE
OCTAVE OF COSMIC MUSIC(FCM).
WALTER RUSSELL AND THE UNIVERSAL ONE
Behold in Me the One , inseparable. Two things there are not in My universe.
There is but Me. Everything that is, is of every other thing that is. Nothing is of
itself alone. All things are indissolubly united. This is a universe of seeming; an
imaged universe of thinking; an action universe of desiring. That which Mind
desireth will appear in the image of that desire.
Seek ye, therefore, what ye will in Me and ye shall find it. Desire what ye will
and behold it standeth before Thee. Throughout the aeons it hath been thine
without thy knowing, even though thou has but just asked for it.
Sit ye not and ask, acting not, for thy desire will not come thy way to thee
unaided by thy strong arms.
Behold, I am within all things centering them; and I am without all things
controlling them, but I am not those things which I center in them and control in
space surrounding them.
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I am the center of My universe of Me. Everywhere I am is the center of all
things and I am everywhere.
The Divine Iliad of Walter Russell
Walter Bowman Russell (May 19, 1871 - May 19, 1963) was an American
polymath known for his achievements as a painter, sculptor, author and builder and
less well known as a natural philosopher and for his unified theory in physics
and cosmogony. He posited that the universe was founded on a unifying
principle of rhythmic balanced interchange. This physical theory, laid out
primarily in his books The Universal One (1926), The Secret of Light (1947), and
The Message of the Divine Iliad (1948 - 49), has not been accepted by mainstream
scientists. Russell asserted that this was mainly due to a difference in the
assumptions made about the existence of mind and matter; Russell assumes the
existence of mind as cause while he believes that scientists in general assume the
existence of mind as effect.
Russell was also proficient in philosophy, music, ice skating, and was a professor
at the institution he founded, the University of Science and Philosophy (USP). He
believed mediocrity is self-inflicted and genius is self-bestowed. The content of
his public lectures and his writing about living philosophy place him firmly in the
New Thought Movement.
In 1963, Walter Cronkite in the national television evening news, commenting on
Russell's death, referred to him as "... the Leonardo da Vinci of our time." After
Russell died - which the Russells referred to as being "refolded" - his wife Lao
Russell kept USP going successfully until she herself died in 1988.
The time has now come for everybody on Earth, individually and collectively, to
profoundly realize that we are all STUDENTS in THE GREAT COSMIC
UNIVERSITY OF LIGHT, and for those of us who have expanded our planes of
consciousness above the fourth level, during the past 12,000 years of
incarnating and learning during the DARK Caterpillar Phase, to experience the
GLORY and GRANDEUR of graduating into the LIGHT of the Butterfly Phase!
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